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Abstract. We generalized and improved our clinical technique of twodimensional intraventricular vector flow mapping (2D-iVFM) for a full-volume
three-component analysis of the intraventricular blood flow (3D-iVFM). While
2D-iVFM uses three-chamber color Doppler images, 3D-iVFM is based on the
clinical mode of triplane color Doppler echocardiography. As in the previous twodimensional version, 3D-iVFM relies on mass conservation and free-slip endocardial boundary conditions. For sake of robustness, the optimization problem was
written as a constrained least-squares problem. We tested and validated 3D-iVFM
in silico through a patient-specific heart-flow CFD (computational fluid dynamics) model, as well as in vivo in one healthy volunteer. The intraventricular vortex
that forms during left ventricular filling was deciphered. After further validation,
3D-iVFM could offer clinically compatible 3-D echocardiographic insights into
left intraventricular hemodynamics.
Keywords: Ultrasound imaging · Triplane doppler echo · 3-D vector flow
imaging · Full-volume intracardiac blood flow

1 Introduction
1.1 The Intraventricular Diastolic Vortex
During the filling of the left ventricle (diastole), the valvular mitral inlet constrains
the intraventricular blood flow to form a vortex. Although the geometry and orientation of the mitral valve contribute significantly to vortex formation and dynamics, the
shape and relaxing deformations of the left ventricular cavity are the major contributors to vortex properties [1]. When heart filling is impaired (diastolic dysfunction),
a change in blood flow occurs, with a significant impact on the intraventricular vortex [2]. Recent studies highlighted that quantification of the intraventricular blood flow

could improve the diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction, which often remains uncertain as
standard echocardiographic indices may lead to divergent conclusions.
The clinical accessibility of echocardiography and its ability to provide non-invasive,
real-time information make ultra-sound the preferred technique for analyzing the intracardiac blood flow at the bedside [3]. There are two main classes of methods for the
analysis of blood flow by ultra-sound imaging: (1) techniques based on speckle tracking
[4], such as echo-PIV (particle image velocimetry), and (2) approaches based on color
Doppler, such as iVFM (intraventricular Vector Flow Mapping) [5]. Since speckletracking methods generally (but not necessarily [6]) require the injection of microbubbles [7], techniques derived from color-Doppler are preferable in clinical routine.
1.2 Full-Volume Three-Component by Conventional Color Doppler
Doppler echocardiography provides a scalar velocity field: it returns the velocity projections along the ultrasound beams. Numerical methods were recently introduced to
recover the three-dimensionality of intracardiac blood flow from color Doppler velocities, such as multi-angle [8] or model-based [9] methods. Multi-angle techniques can be
limited in a clinical context, as they require a series of acquisitions with different acoustic windows. Model-based techniques rely on the optimization of an objective function
based on hemodynamics (e.g., mass conservation). These 3-D studies were based on
volume color Doppler, whose acquisitions are constrained by a compromise between
spatial and temporal resolutions.
In the following section, we describe how we generalized our most recent version
[10] of two-dimensional intraventricular vector flow mapping (2D-iVFM) in 3-D. The
current 2D-iVFM technique is limited to the three-chamber apical long-axis view; it
does not allow recovering the three-dimensional structure of intraventricular blood flow.
With the objective of getting a full-volume three-component field:
(1) We used (and simulated) triplane Doppler echocardiographic images of a GE (Vivid
e95) scanner, which gives access to three color Doppler planes (Fig. 2a) at a good
temporal resolution.
(2) We modified the 2D-iVFM equations [10] for 3D-iVFM and made the numerical
problem more robust by using a least-squares method with physics-based equality
constraints.
(3) We determined the smoothing parameter automatically through the L-curve method
[11] to make the regularization unsupervised and optimize operator independence.

2 Method – from Scalar Doppler to 3-D Vector Doppler
2.1 The Constrained Minimization Problem
The objective of 3D-iVFM is to reconstruct the actual 3-D intraventricular velocity
field from triplane color Doppler. Triplane color Doppler returns three apical longaxis planes (color Doppler + B-mode) separated by an angle of 60° (Fig. 2a). We
chose this triplane mode (rather than 3-D color Doppler) since (1) the ultrasound data

before scan-conversion are available through EchoPAC, and (2) the temporal resolution
is higher. The Doppler (velocities) and B-mode (8-bit ultrasound image) data returned
by the EchoPAC soft-ware are given in a spherical {r, θ, ϕ} coordinate system. Doppler
velocity measured by echocardiography, uD (r, θ, ϕ), is related to the radial velocity
component, vr (r, θ, ϕ), with a negative sign and additive noise η:
vr (r, θ, ϕ) = −uD (r, θ, ϕ) + η(r, θ, ϕ).

(1)

The negative sign takes into account the color Doppler convention, which stipulates
positivity when blood is directed towards the ultrasound array. The goal of 3D-iVFM
is to determine the angular and azimuthal components in this spherical coordinate system, vθ (r, θ, ϕ) and vϕ (r, θ, ϕ), by using physics-based and smoothness constraints.
The algorithm for 3D-iVFM is based on a generalized and improved version of the 2DiVFM algorithm introduced by Assi et al. [10]. We rewrote the problem as a constrained
least-squares problem, which was solved by the Lagrange multiplier method. We used
hemodynamic properties based on fluid dynamics to constrain the problem, such as mass
conservation for an incompressible fluid (divergence-free flow), and free-slip boundary conditions on the endocardial wall. The minimization problem was mathematically
written as

(2)
vVFM = argmin J (v), with J (v) =
(vr + uD )2 d + αL(v)
v



subject to:


vVFM · n
 |wall − vwall · n
 |wall = 0 on ∂,
div(vVFM ) = 0 on .

(3)

The velocity vectors vVFM are the velocities recovered by color-Doppler Vector
Flow Mapping, i.e. they are the solutions of the constrained minimization problem.

The coordinates in the spherical system are vr (r, θ, ϕ), vθ (r, θ, ϕ), vϕ (r, θ, ϕ) . The
second term in the cost function J (v) in (2), namely L(v), stands for a spatial smoothing
function that uses second-order partial derivatives, with cross-terms, with respect to the
radial and angular coordinates (r, θ ). The parameter α is the smoothing parameter (a
scalar).  represents the intracavitary (intraventricular) region of interest, and ∂ is
 |wall is the vector normal to the wall, and vwall is the
its endocardial (wall) boundary. n
endocardial wall velocity. In the echocardiographic laboratory, the myocardial velocities
can be derived, for example, by standard speckle tracking [4]. The first constraint equality
in (3) describes the free-slip (no penetration) boundary conditions. Note that no-slip
conditions are not recommended because the spatial resolution of color Doppler is not
fine enough to capture the boundary layer. The second constraint equality in (3) represents
the mass conservation for an incompressible fluid (divergence-free flow).
We applied the Lagrange multiplier method [12] and a finite-difference discretization to convert this constrained least-squares problem into a matrix form. To minimize
operator dependence, we selected the smoothing parameter (α) automatically through
the L-curve method [11]. A too-large parameter induces too much smoothing, a too-low
parameter generates a noisy vector field. The best bias-variance compromise must be
determined objectively.

2.2 Periodic Interpolation Along the Azimuthal Direction
Recalling that 3D-iVFM uses three long-axis planes (six azimuthal half-planes), we
used a periodic trigonometric
interpolation
along the azimuthal direction to express the


velocity vectors v = vr , vθ , vϕ in (2). We thus wrote the three velocity components as
follows:
vk = a0k (r, θ ) + a1k (r, θ ) cos(ϕ)
+a2k (r, θ ) cos(2ϕ) + a3k (r, θ ) cos(3ϕ)
+a4k (r, θ ) sin(ϕ) + a5k (r, θ ) sin(2ϕ),

(4)

with k ∈ {r, θ, ϕ}.
It follows that the minimization problem (2) yields the coefficients aNk , with N =
0 . . . 5. These series of six coefficients correspond to the six half-planes given by triplane
echocardiography. This interpolated expression ensures well-posedness of the problem
and smoothness of each velocity component in the azimuthal direction. It also makes
the numerical algorithm easily manageable in terms of memory and computation time
(less than half a minute with a personal computer in Matlab language).
2.3 In Silico and in Vivo Analyses
We tested the 3D-iVFM algorithm (1) in silico, in a patient-specific 3-D dynamic model
of intraventricular flow based on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) [13] (Fig. 1a),
and (2) in vivo, in one healthy volunteer.
In Silico. The CFD model was already used to validate the previous 2D-iVFM version
[10]. We used a patient-specific CFD cardiac model introduced by Chnafa et al. [13, 14].
In this CFD model, the heart chambers and wall dynamics were retrieved from 4D images
acquired by computed tomography. An arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) framework
was adopted to handle the large amplitude motion of the cardiac tissues (endocardium
and valves). This CFD model is detailed in several publications [13–15].
For the present study, triplane Doppler echo images were simulated by adding noise
in the radial velocity components. Full-volume three-component velocity fields were
estimated by 3D-iVFM (Eqs. 2–4), from these triplane Doppler velocities, and compared
with the actual CFD velocity fields. Absolute errors and errors relative to the maximum
speed were calculated (ground-truth CFD vs. 3D-iVFM).
In Vivo. As a clinical proof-of-concept, the left ventricle of one healthy volunteer was
scanned by a cardiologist with a clinical ultrasound scanner (Vivid e95 GE), using
the triplane color-Doppler mode (Fig. 2a). The Doppler and B-mode data before scanconversion were extracted through the EchoPAC software (Fig. 2b). Full-volume threecomponent velocity fields were generated with 3D-iVFM (Eqs. 2–4).

Fig. 1. In silico results: the streamlines (here, during filling) recovered after 3D-iVFM (c) were
similar to the actual streamlines (b). The distribution of the absolute errors showed a narrow peak
around zero (d).

3 Discussion
We successfully generalized 2D-iVFM for triplane Doppler echocardiography and introduced 3D-iVFM. Our in silico and in vivo one-case studies tend to show that 3D-iVFM
could recover the 3-D structure of the intraventricular flow that forms during diastole.
Although the 3-D intraventricular flow could not be recovered at small scales because of
the smoothing regularizer present in the algorithm, our in silico results seem to show that
a macroscopic 3D-flow analysis would be possible. For example, the global intraventricular circulation might reflect cardiac filling function. This remains to be demonstrated
on a sufficiently large cohort of patients once the 3D-iVFM technique is finalized. The
algorithm that we developed is fast and unsupervised, which makes it compatible with a

(a) –
Triplane
Doppler echo

(b) –
Doppler data
input for 3DiVFM

(c) –
In vivo
streamlines
derived by
3D-iVFM

Fig. 2. In vivo observation: our innovative 3D-iVFM clinical method uses triplane Doppler
echocardiography (a). The streamlines recovered by 3D-iVFM from the triplane Doppler velocities
(b) depicted the large vortex that formed during filling (c).

standard examination in the echocardiographic laboratory. It depends on a single regularization parameter, which was selected automatically. This numerical aspect is important

to minimize operator dependence. Further in vivo investigation is planned to compare
3D-iVFM against CMR (cardiac magnetic resonance) velocimetry in patients, as in [16].
This study complements our in vivo analyses of intra-ventricular flow by color
Doppler, whether by conventional [10, 17], or high-frame-rate echocardiography [18,
19]. In the present study, we opted for standard ultrasonography to facilitate a possible future clinical study. For this reason, we used a triplane mode. This mode has two
specificities: (1) the temporal resolution is higher than that of 3-D Doppler, and (2)
the acquired data can be extracted through EchoPAC for post-processing by iVFM (as
opposed to 3-D data) [10, 20]. Although this needs to be quantified, it is likely that access
to volume data, rather than triplane data, could reduce the bias of the reconstructed velocities. Whether this difference in bias is significant from a physiological point of view
needs to be analyzed.

4 Conclusion
Intracardiac velocimetry by 3D-iVFM could be an effective tool for quantifying the intraventricular vortex and for assessing blood flow during heart filling. Fast and clinically
compatible, 3D-iVFM could offer new echocardiographic insights into left ventricular
hemodynamics
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